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THE PANDEMIC ENERGIZES POLITICAL AND 

SOCIAL ACTIVISM 

Allen Sherman, Austin State University 

Citizen involvement in political and social policy within the U. S. has considerably 

enlarged within the era of COVID-19. Though the coronavirus depressed citizen participation 

in several countries despite their implementation of COVID-19 safety measures, election 

turnout within the 2020 U.S. election reached its highest level in over one hundred years. A 

lot of the passion of voters is often attributed to robust partisan views on President Trump 

however native election directors ought to even be attributable with putting in place new pick 

modalities and safety measures to assist voters. The over 10,000 native jurisdictions that 

administer elections tailored their operations to expand access to early pick and mail-in pick, 

despite pandemic-induced fund and staffing constraints Tainter (2011). 

In a minimum of 5 cities, election officers or civil society organizations created special 

arrangements like paving pick to make sure that COVID-19-positive patients were able to 

vote. though Republican legislators in closely oppose states like Georgia, Pennsylvania, and 

Michigan have vowed to reinstate restrictions on mail-in pick, several of the new procedures 

can seemingly be sustained on the far side the pandemic and create it easier for individuals to 

pick out future elections.  

COVID-19 additionally oxyacetylene ordered waves of protest and civic action. 

Nationwide as of November 2020, 40% of that year’s protests had been associated with 

COVID-19. The frequency of pandemic-fuelled protests has for the most part followed the 

increase and fall of infection rates, whether or not the protests square measure in support of 

or con to government-imposed imprisonment measures and mask mandates. Moreover, the 

pandemic's disproportionate impact on communities of color place a spotlight on problems 

with general racism at intervals the U.S. health system and racism a lot of broadly speaking, 

fostering a national voice communication concerning difference in health care which will 

continue within the long run. Jointly illustration of this spotlight, the Biden administration 

has appointed a high-level consultant to focus solely on combating racism and racial 

disparities in health care, the primary such position of its kind Taylor (2020).  

In exposing general health inequities, the pandemic additionally helped to ignite the 

biggest, most sustained, and most geographically distributed mass mobilization in U.S. 

history Sweeney (2012). The popular Anger against government establishments that has 

oxyacetylene the COVID-19 and racial justice protests appears seemingly to become a 

progressively outstanding feature of the U.S. political landscape. Finally, the pandemic has 

galvanized a thesis of collective action in support of community-based pandemic responses. 

Faith-based help efforts and logistic assistance initiatives have sprung up across the country 

since the onset of COVID-19 to support individuals compact by the economic downswing.  

The Pandemic Reduces Citizens' Access to data  

While U.S. democracy within the time of COVID-19 has become a lot of democratic, 

government transparency and responsibility have deteriorated Sovacool (2016). So as to 

implement imprisonment measures, multiple states clearly restricted open conferences and 

public records requests, which might need government staff to congregate so as to satisfy 

them. However eight months when those lockdowns began, cities and states still purpose to 

the pandemic to justify denials and delays in access to public records.  
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The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press has listed over a hundred thirty 

instances within which state and native officers in thirty-nine states and therefore the District 

of Columbia cited the pandemic as a reason to curtail access to public records. And with state 

and native governments facing major budget shortfalls, it's doable that the reduced 

investments in meeting legal needs for public records requests can continue. Meanwhile, 

COVID-19 has accelerated the closure of native news retailers, a decades-long trend within 

the U.S. media atmosphere that undermines governance in an exceedingly type of ways that 

from declines within the quality of public safety, to diminished oversight over public 

disbursal, to the expansion of political tendency (Van Veelen et al., 2019). Native news 

organizations distribute important, locally-relevant public data like reside home ordinances, 

infection rates, testing and vaccine distribution, furthermore as serving a singular watchdog 

perform over the performance of native governments. However in Apr 2020, the Brookings 

establishment according that almost 60% of the then two, 500 counties that had according a 

COVID-19 case failed to have a daily newspaper. The pandemic has accelerated the death of 

native media: over sixty native newsrooms have closed because of the economic impacts of 

the pandemic, despite rising demand for native news. 
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